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Laka - Your ListNRide Insurer 

Your ListNRide Bike Protection is arranged for ListNRide by Laka NL B.V. 
 
ListNRide cover bikes for which they are responsible whilst rented on the ListNRide platform. This gives Listers 
and Riders peace of mind that bikes listed on ListNRide are protected. Listers and Riders will need to comply 
with ListNRide’s General Terms and Conditions, some of which are summarised in this document. 
 
It is important that you check the information provided in your account on the platform is accurate. Please take 
the time to read the contents of this document and our General Terms and Conditions to ensure that you 
understand your obligations and you comply with ListNRide’s terms and conditions. 

Submitting a claim 

In the case of a claim, please use the case form provided when making a claim specific to the booking in your 
ListNRide account. Laka will be in contact once you have completed the form.  

Paying for Insurance 

For each individual rental the rider will be charged a daily price based on the given value of the rented gear. 
ListNRide will collect the payment as part of the individual rental, the payment will be authorised together with 
the bike rental. This payment ensures that the rented bikes will be covered for the duration of the rental. 

What's covered? 

ListNRide’s Lister’s bikes are covered for; 

Accidental damage 

- A sudden and unforeseen event that causes damage to the bike that impacts its function. 

Theft  

- Theft is covered whilst the bike is kept at a private storage location* 
- Theft is covered whilst the bike is away from a private storage location* and whilst 

unattended by the Rider, provided they comply with the the locking requirements. 
- See “What are the Rider and Lister obligations” section for locking requirements. 

Assessment / fulfilment costs 

- The policy will cover the costs associated with assessing the damage to a bike / the validity of 
a claim. 

- The policy will cover reasonable fulfilment costs e.g. costs associated with shipping 
replacement parts 

 
In addition, the Rider can claim for; 

Up to EUR200 Emergency Travel Expenses 

- The policy will cover reasonably incurred travel costs if a Rider can’t complete a journey on 
their rented bike, if they’re not able to complete that journey due to a defect or damage to 
the bike 

 
* A private storage location is a secure, locked location, access to which is controlled solely by the Rider (this might include the 
Rider’s home or hotel room) 
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What is NOT covered by the policy? 

- Any claim resulting from wear and tear, superficial damage or overdue maintenance 
- Any damaging event, which from an fraud or dishonesty, or criminal activity 
- Any damage event that is attributable to intent or gross negligence 
- Any claim for damage where the rider of the insured bicycle was under the influence of drugs at the 

time of an accident 
- Any claim where the Rider and Lister obligations are not met (see "What are the Rider and Lister 

obligations?") 
- Any scenario where the Lister believes the Rider to have stolen or deliberately not returned the bike 

What are the Rider and Lister obligations? 

Locking the bike 

If the following locking requirements are not met a theft claim will not be covered. 
  

- Whenever the bike is left unattended away from a private storage location* by the rider , it must be 
locked to an immovable object using a Sold Gold Secure or an ART (category 2 or higher) approved 
lock or another type of lock agreed in writing with Laka, otherwise theft won’t be covered. 

When submitting claims 

The Rider must; 
- Report claims during the rental period 
- Provide any evidence that Laka require in order to validate a claim 

 
The Lister must; 

- Report bike thefts to the police immediately  
- Provide any evidence that Laka require in order to validate a claim 

 
* A private storage location is a secure, locked location, access to which is controlled solely by the Rider (this might include the 
Rider’s home or hotel room) 

 

How To Make a Claim 

You can submit a claim only through the booking panel in your account on the ListNRide platform. You will be 
presented with a link to provide Laka with a statement in which you state your name, your address and 
describe the event which led to your claim, including the date, time and location of the event and details of the 
protected gear you wish to claim for.  
 
In addition, you must provide Laka with any other evidence they require in order to 
validate a claim. This might include photographic evidence of the bike or lock you used, photographs of 
damage to the bike or a police statement reference number. 

Claims Settlements  

Settlements will always be made directly by ListNRide once a decision on a claim has been made by Laka on the 
validity of claim. ListNRide will reimburse the lister for their loss. 
 
Once a Lister’s bike has been replaced, Laka has the right to salvage the replaced bike or recover compensation 
from a third-party, up to the value of the claim that has been paid.  

https://www.soldsecure.com/approved-product-search?product_type_id=&product_type_caption=&grading=303&company=&action=
https://www.stichtingart.nl/en/home-en/
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Useful Terms and Definitions 

Here are a list of useful terms and their definitions in relation to your Laka insurance.  

Lister 

The person or business owner renting out the gear / bike(s). 

Rider 

The person who rents the gear / bike(s). 

Bike(s) 

Any bicycle, e-bike, tandem or cargo-bike powered by human pedalling that you have registered on the 
ListNRide platform and shown on your policy. This includes electric bicycles which meet the relevant EU rules 
for electrically assisted pedal cycles. 

Booking panel 

On listnride.com, also known as My Bookings, shows the information about the booking, and 
allows you to make a damage or theft claim. 

Private storage location 

A secure location, access to which is limited and controlled, but not solely by you. 

Immovable object 

Any fixed or solid object not capable of being undone, removed with or lifted under/over the bicycle, except 
through the use of specialist tools or equipment. 

Platform 

Listnride.com where you can access booking information, the gear, and submit claims. 

Superficial damage 

Marring, scratching, denting or cosmetic changes to your bicycle caused by an accident that does not impede 
its function or prevent its use. 

Theft 

The unauthorized taking of your gear by a third party with the intention of permanently depriving you of it. 

Wear & tear 

Damage that occurs gradually through the normal use of your gear which is not the result of an accident. 
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